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ABSTRACT 
The numerical solution of a singular perturbation problem in the 
exterior domain of a circle is investigated. 
First the boundary value problem is solved analytically and the numer-
ical properties of this explicit expression are examined. Thereafter asymp-
totic expansions for the solution are developed along the lines given by 
FRIEDLANDER [1954] and WAECHTER [1968]. Based on the accumulated informa-
tion, numerical approximations to the solution are obtained. 
1. THE ANALYTICAL SOLUTION 
In this report we consider the function u(x,y;E), a function of two 
variables x and y, containing a small parameter E, which is the solution 
of the partial differential equation 
( 1. I ) 3 EL'IU = - U 3x 
in the region D = {(x,y) 
boundary conditions 
2 2 2 
x + y 2 l} in JR. and which satisfies the 
(1 • 2a) u(x,y;E:) = 
and 
( l. 2b) u(x,y;E) -+ 0 for x 2 + y2 -+ co 
The boundary conditions suggest a treatment in polar coordinates. The 
asymmetry with respect to polar coordinates lies in the right-hand side of 
(I.I) only. This asymmetry is removed and a simpler form is obtained by 





2S is a large parameter. Passing to polar coordinates yields 
I Clv 
r 3r 
with the boundary conditions 
(I . Sa) 
and 
( l • Sb) 
v(l,8) -M cos8 e 
v(oo,8) = 0 • 
M cos(TI-8) 
e 
Using the technique of separation of variables, we write v(r,8) = 
= f(w,r) g(w,8). This yields 
2 




gee = -w g 
2 2 2 2 
r f + rf - {w + M r }f 
rr r 
0. 
The solution of equation (l.6b) is a modified Besselfunction I (Mr) or 
(11 
K (Mr). Only the function K (Mr) will satisfy the boundary condition at 
w w 
infinity (I.Sb). Hence the solution of (l.4) can be written in the general 
form 
( l. 7) I iwe A(w)Kw(Mr)e dw. 
c 
In order to satisfy the boundary conditions (1.5), the path of integration 
of (1.7) and the weight function A(w) have to be chosen such that 
I iwG -M cos8 A(w)Kw(M)e dw = e 
c 
At the end of section 3, we will find an asymptotic expansion for (l.7) 
( l • 8) I 
I (M) . 8 \) 1 \) 
w(r,8;M) - K (M) Kv(Mr)e dv 
c \) 
for M -+ oo 
which, in addition, satisfies w(l,G;M) 
ing asymptotic relation will hold 
-M cos8 
e Consequently the follow-
( 1. 9) w(r,B;M) - v(r,e;M) for M -+ co 
As a special case of (1.7) we consider 




A K (Mr)e-ln . 
n n 
Now A has to be chosen such that boundary condition (I.Sa) is satisfied. 
n 
In order to fit this condition we use the "generating function" of I (x) 
n 
x( t+ 1 It) /2 
e = 
n=-oo 
n I (x) t . 
n 
Here we take t i8 = e and x = -M, whence, for all Mand 8, the following 
relations hold 
+oo 
ine +oo -M cos8 I I (-M)e l (-1 )n I (M)e in8 e = = n n n=-co n=-oo 
+co ins 
v(l,8;M) = I A K (M)e . n n n=-co 
From this it directly follows that 
(I.JI) v(r,8;M) 
+co (-)n I (M) K (Mr) in8 I n n = e = K (M) n=-oo n 
+oo I (M) K (Mr) in('rr-8) I n n = Kn(M) e = n=-oo 
00 Io(M) Ko(Mr) 
=------+ 2 K0 (M) I 





Hence, the solution of the boundary value problem (I.I), (1.2) reads 
(1.12) u(r,8,l/2M) Mrcos8 = e 
+co 
n=-oo 






I (M) K (Mr) 
n n 
2. NUMERICAL CONSIDERATIONS ON THE EXPLICIT FORM OF THE SOLUTION 
3 
In order to obtain numerical approximations to u(x,y;E) based on the 
explicit form of the solution (1.11), it is important to consider not only 
the convergence of the infinite series but also the loss of significant 
digits during the summation. For, when E takes values that are not too 
small (say E>O. 1), the expression (1 .11) enables us to compute u with a 
reasonable accuracy over the whole domain of definition. For instance, 
for E = 0.1 we obtain an accuracy of 6 digits when an algorithm for the 
computation of the Besselfunctions is used, which delivers a result that 
4 
is accurate in 10 digits. However, for smaller values of £ the cancellation 
of significant digits impedes the computation. As an example we show com-
puted values for u and an estimate of its relative error, due to cancella-
tion, for some different values of £, 
x 
-2 -1 0 2 3 4 
2 1.345(-7) 1.635(-4) 1.291(-2) 7.489(-2) 1.422(-1) 1.906(-1) 2.248(-1) 
5.455(-6) 2.911(-2) I.OOO 7.827(-1) 7.071(-1) 6.704(-1) 6.455(-1) 
0 2. 727(-5) I.OOO xxxxx I .OOO 9.752(-1) 9.268(-1) 8.757(-1) 
Values of u(x,y;O.I) 
-2 - I 0 2 3 4 
2 3.771(-14) 4.987(-8) 3.007(-4) 1.062(-2) 4.013(-2) 7.412(-2) 1.048(-1) 
5.282(-11) 1.137(-3) I.OOO 7.559(-1) 6.860(-1) 6.534(-1) 6.334(-1) 
0 l • 2 l 6 ( - 9) l • OOO xxxxx I .OOO 9.956(-1) 9.774(-1) 9.500(-1) 
Values of u(x,y;0.05) 
Table I. Numerical values of u(x,y;£), for £ = 0.1 ,0.05, computed by 
evaluation of expression (1.12) 
Table 2 shows that, due to cancellation of digits, the relative error in-
creases and expression (1.12) can not be used for£< 0.05. 
' x 
y 
-2 -I I 2 3 
2 4.2(-13) 1.3(-13) 9.2(-12) 6.8(-11) 2.4(-10) 4.7(-10) 6.9(-10) 
1.8(-13) 5.5(-13) 2.9(-11) 5.4(-10) 1 . 1 (-9) 1.3(-9) 1.4(-9) 
0 (-13) (-13) 4.4(-9) 2.7(-9) 2.2(-9) 2.0(-9) 
Relative error in u(x,y;O.I) 
~ -2 1 2 
2 1.2(-12) 9.3(-12) 3.9(-10) 2.1 (-8) 2.9(-7) 1. 3 (-6) 3.0(-6) 
3.0(-13) 2.0(-12) 4.4(-9) 1 • 5 (-6) 7.3(-6) 1.3(-5) 1.7(-5) 
0 (-13) (-13) 9.7(-5) 5.8(-5) 4.6(-5) 4.0(-5) 
Relative error in u(x,y;0.05) 
~ -2 -1 0 1 2 3 
2 2. 1 (-1 2) 2.7(-9) 2.7(-5) 6.0(-1) >0.5 >O. 5 >0.5 
1.0(-12) 6.6(-11) I.4(-2) >0.5 >0.5 >0.5 >0.5 
0 (-13) (-13) 0.5 >0.5 >O. 5 >0.5 
Relative error in u(x,y;0.02) 
Table 2. Relative error, due to cancellation, in the numerical value of 
u(x,y;E), for E = 0.1 ,O.OS,0.02, when computed by evaluation of 
expression (1.12). The Besselfunctions are computed with a rel-
ative accuracy of 10-13. 
We will consider this effect in more detail. For large values of 
M = 1/2£ we split off the asymptotic factor of the Besselfunctions. We 
define r*(M) by 
n 
(2. 1) I (M) 
n 
(2.2) K (M) 
n 
-1 * 
= exp(M)(2nM) 2 I (M) 
n 
71 l * 
exp(-M)(--) 2 K (M). 2M n 
5 
6 
We notice that for M ~ oo 
* I (M) ~ l 
n 
and K* (M) - l. 
n 
With this notation we write (l. la) as 
(2.3) u(x,y;J/2M) = exp(M(2-r+x))(2nMr) 
00 * * I (M) K (Mr) 
n n 









n=l * K (M) 
n 
Hence no cancellation will take place for 8 
be most significant for 8 ~ 0. 
n and the cancellation will 
In addition formula (2.3) gives an indication to the behavior of the 
solution for moderate values of E. The factor exp(M(2-r+x)) shows that the 
behavior is primarily characterized by the exponential curves 
2 - r + x = c, 
or 
(2.4) 2 (2-c) + 2(2-c)x 
c ::; 2, 






From expression (2.3) it also can be seen that, for large values of 
M, summation will fail in some part of the domain of definition, no matter 
what method is used. 
Let us take, for instance, (x,y)=(l,O); then (2.3) reduces to 
2M - 1 The factor e M 2 strongly increases for M + 00 , * whereas I (M) + I for all n n . 
However, the sum 
00 
I~(M) + 2 I (-1) n r*(M) 
k=I n 
-2M l 
since u(l,O) This shows that the decreases as e M2 for M + oo, = L 
summation given in (2.3) is unfit for the computation of u in a neigh-
borhood of (1,0) for large values of M. 
We conclude that the fitness of equation (I. 12) for the computation 
of u(x,y;s) depends on the value of the parameter s and also on the region 
where the solution is wanted. The neighborhood of (1,0) is the more improper 
region for straightforward summation and for large values of N the unfitness 
extends to the neighborhood of a domain which can roughly be charac~erized 
2 by y < 1+2x. 
Figure 2. Parallel projections of cross-sections of the plane z = u(x,y;s) 
with the cylinders x 2 + y 2 = r 2 (r=l,l.05,1.1 ,I .2,1.5(.5)5) for 
s = 0.5, 0.2, 0.055. 



















































































































3. COLLECTED RESULTS ON THE MODIFIED BESSELFUNCTIONS 
In this section we summarize some results from ABRAMOWITZ & STEGUN 
[1964], FRIEDLANDER [1954,1958] and WAECHTER [1968]. In particular we shall 
use the results from FRIEDLANDER concerning the modified Besselfunction 
K (z) for pure imaginary order. Asymptotic expansions are given for K. (z), 
v iµ 
z and µ real and for the zeros of K. (z). iµ 
3.1. The following properties (cf. FRIEDLANDER [1954]) of the modified 
Besselfunction K (z) are relevant for the treatment given in the next 
\I 
section. 
(3. 1) K.-(z) = 'i(.Tz) iµ iµ K (z) = K (z). -v \) 
When s is real, the zeros of K. (s) and K! (s) exist for real µ only. iµ iµ 
All zeros are simple and they satisfy the inequality 
(3.2) 
3.2. For z,µ real, z,µ > 0 and lµ/21 large, the next asymptotic expansion 
holds for µ + oo (cf. FRIEDLANDER [1958]) 
(3.3) K. (z) ~ /Ii e -rrµ/ 2{sin(µlog 2!:. + .!.) + 0(-µ1 >} , iµ µ ez 4 
(3.4) hrrµ' -rrµ/2{ 2µ TI O 1 } K! (z) ~ -- e cos (µlog - + -4) + (-) • iµ z ez µ 
3.3. The following asymptotic expansion can be derived -by means of 
LANGERS' method- for real µ and s, µ and s both large and µ/s ~ 




(3.6) if s ;:::: jJ 
and 
(3.7) if s ::; jJ 
(O s arccos(µ/s) s n/2). 
3.4. For µ = s + Ss 113 + O(s- 113 ) and s + 00 ,it follows from section 3.3 
that 
(3. 8) 
(3.9) 0( -1 nµ/2) + s e . 
Therefore we can give asymptotic expansions of the zeros of the func-
tions K. (s) and K! (s), considered as functions of µ, for s 7 00 
1. jJ 1. jJ 
where -a. (Note: a.>O) are zeros of the Airyfunction Ai(a) and Ai'(a) 
J J 
respectively. 
A more general asymptotic expansion than (3.8) can be given. 
WAECHTER [1968, appendix] mentions an asymptotic expansion of K. (sr) 
l.]J 
for s + oo 
sr 
1 /3 
s + Rs , R = 0 ( 1 ) , 
jJ s + Ss 113 + O(s- 113 ) ; 
this expansion reads 
(3. 11) 
3.S. We mention also the asymptotic expansions for large orders (cf. 
I .3 
ABRAMOWITZ & STEGUN [1964]) 
(3. ! 2) 
r; {1 uk(t)/vk} (1.1z) ,, "" ,'2nv1 + \ (l+z2)1/4 L k=l 
-\;q {1 00 ( - / Uk ( t ) I \) k} (vz) ·rr e I "" 2V (!+z2)1/4 + k=l (3. 13) 
n 
'I! 
'lbese approximations hold uniformly with respect to z, !arg z! < 2 - n, 
arbitrary n > O, for v + oo 
3. 6. For large I z I we have the following asymptotic expansion of the Airy-
function, !arg zl < n (cf. ABRAM:oWITZ & STEGlJN [1964)) 
(3.14) 1 I -r;, I Ai(z) ~ ~ ""TJ4 e { l + 0(-)} 
z i;; 
(3.15) Ai'(z) - - 2R z 114 e-i;;{I + O(i-)} 
2 3/2 
with i;; = 3 z . 
3.7. With the aid of the formulae (3.5) and (3.14) the next asymptotic 
expansion is easily verified for r - l > O(s- 213 ) 
(3.16) 
• exp{-nµ/2 - s[(r2-i) 112 - arccos(.!.)] + 8s 113 arccos(.!.)}. 
r r 
3.8. The following expansions directly follow from section 3.4. 
14 
r () l - TI(l:_)2/3 e 
-nµ./2 
3 K. (s) = J Ai' (-a.) 
I.. JJ 1. µ J µ=µ . s J J 
(3.17) 
JJ . = JJ.(s) zero of K. (s); a. given by µ. ~ s + (~)l/3 
J J iµ J J aj 2 . 
(3.18) [ f K! (s) l 2TI -nµ./2 Jµ=µ. = -a. Ai (-a. )e J µ 1. JJ s J J J 
µ. µ. (s) zeroofK! (s); a. given byµ. ~ s + (~) l /3 
J J 1. JJ J J a j 2 • 
4. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS OF THE SOLUTION u(x,y;E:) 
4. I. Another analytic expression for the solution 
First we try to find an asymptotic solution derived from the analytic 
solution. According to WAECHTER [1968], we apply the summation formula of 
Poisson 
( 4. l) 
+oo 
I F(k) = 
+oo 2nimx 














f+co I (Mr) K (M)-I (M) K (Mr) . (( S) 2 ) x x x x ix n- + nm d K (M) e x. 
-co x 
The integrand is a single-valued function of x, regarded as a complex 
variable. The integral can be computed by means of Watson's transformation 
(cf. WAECHTER [1968]). The singular points of the integrand are found only 
at the zeros of K (M). From section 3.1 we know that, for real M, these 
x 
zeros of K (M) are found only for pure imaginary values of x; 
x 
In the remaining part of this chapter we take 0 ~ 8 ~ n. For 
(n-8) + 2nn > 0 the path of integration is chosen in the upper halfplane 
Im(x) > O. 
t 
It follows that 
-2ni I 
15 
Res. f +oo 







I (Mr) K (M) - I (M) K (Mr) 1·xln-e+2nml (x-i \1.) _x ____ x __ ...,.-.,...x ___ x __ e 
J K (M) 
x 
J 
I. (M) K. (Mr) 
1)1. 1)1. 
________ ....____ e 
[8: Kx(M)]x=iµ. 
- µ . I n-e + 2 nm I 
J 
J 
+oo 1i)J. (M) Kiµ. (Mr) -)J.lrr-8+2nml 
J-u(r,8;1/2M) Mrcose -e -2ni I -1 - -e J 





oµ 1]J µ=µ. 
J 
= l-eMrcose 2n 
I.. (M) K. (Mr) I e 2 I 1µ. 1\1. +00 -µ. n- + mn I _J_ IeJ 
j=l, 2, ... [-!- K. (M) J m=-oo 
= 1_2n eMrcose l 
j=l,2, ... 
oµ 1.]J µ=µ. 
J 
I. (M) K. (Mr) 
1µ. iµ. cosh(µ.8) 





The expression of the Wronskian 
I (z) K'(z) - I'(z) K (z) 
v v \) \) z 
in particular yields 
I. (M) = -1 I (MK! (M)) • 
1 µ. 1 ]J. 
J J 
Hence we obtain the analytic solution of the boundary value problem (1 .I), 
(l.2) in terms of the modified Besselfunction K with pure imaginary argu-
ment 
(4.4) u(r,8;1/2M) + 2~ eMrcos8 l 
j=l,2, .•. [~ K. (M)] K! (M)sinh(JJ.TI) 3µ 1-]J µ=µ. 1-]J. J 
J J 
K. (Mr) cosh(µ.8) 
1µ. J 
4.2. An asymptotic expansion for the solution 
Now we can use the asymptotic expansions mentioned in section 3 in 
order to find an asymptotic expansion for u(r,8;l/2M) for large values of 
M. Substituting the relevant parts of the sections 3.3, 3.4 and 3.8 for 
K. (Mr)•[ + K. (M) J and K~ (M) repsectively, we obtain from equation 
1].1 o]J 1].J µ=µ. 1].J 




if Mr ~ µ. ' 
J 





r;. Ai ( L; • ) e J 
. l 
j=l,2, ... (M2r2-µ ~)I I 4 (Ai '(-a.)) 2 
J J 
cosh(JJ.8) 
S i nh ( ]:l' • TI ) 
J 
2 3/2, (M2r2-µ~) l /2 arccos(µ./Mr) then 3 c;j == - lJ. J J J ; 
2 (-c;. )3/2 arccosh(lJ./Mr) - (µ~-M2r2) 1 /2; then 3 = \l • J J J J 
l 7 
the j-th zero of the Airyfunction Ai(z) 1 and 
M + 
Since this formula can be used fo:r the computation of u(x,y;t:) for values 
of x,y and r where (1.17) fails, it is supplementary for numerical pur-
poses. 
For the analysis of the behavior of the form (4.5) and in order to 
obtain more convenient asymptotic expansions we have to distinguish 
a. 
b. 
:r-l » O(M 
r-1 -2/3 RM with R = 0(1). 
4.3. An asymptotic expansion for 181 < n/2, r-1 >> O(M-213 ). 
First we consider r-1 >> O(M- 213 ). In this case Mr > M + 0(M113 ) and 
so Mr> µ •• This enables us to make use of the more specific asymptotic 
J 
expansion of K. (Mr) given in section 3. 7 instead of the asymptotic ex-
J.. \J. 
pansion given inJsection 3.3. Hence we obtain 
(4.6) u(r,8;1/2M) l e j=l ,2, .. 
This series is convergent only for 
TI I 1i l 
e - - + arccos(-) < 0 - -2 - e > arccos(-) -2 r r 
µ.(e- .:!!. + arccos(.!.)) J 2 r · 
2 (Ai'(-a.)) 
J 
- sin(e) 1i cos(-z - 6) < r 
Figure 3. The convergence region for equation (4.6) 
18 
Thus this asymptotic expansion describes the behavior of the solution 
u(x,y;e) in the region 
2 2 { (x, y) j x + y > l + E 0 , x > 0, j y I < 1} 
. 0 0 (M-3 I 2) . h . with s0 > , s0 > , i.e. t e region where 
lim u(x,y;s) = J. 
t:+O 
4.4. An asymptotic expansion for jej < n/2, r-1 = O(M- 2/ 3) 
-2/3 
Next we consider the region near the boundary: r-1 =RM , R = 0(1). 
1/3 
In this case Mr= M+RM ; now we can use (3.11) for K. (Mr). Substituting iµ 
this asymptotic expansion we obtain 
(4. 7) u(r,8;1/2M) 1 _ eMrcose I 
113 µ.(8-n/2) 
Ai ( 2 R-a . ) e J 
J 
j=l ,2, ... {Ai'( -a. . )} 2 
J 
TI 
This expansion holds for 0 < 80 < 8 < 81 < 2 
4.5. A Taylor series expansion 
When we confine ourselves to the region r-1 = O(M-l), x > 0, we can 
substitute a Taylor series expansion for K. (Mr) in (4.4). This equation l\l 
then becomes 
u ( r , 8 ; I / 2M) = + 2~ eMrcos8 l 
j=l ,2, ... 
Rj l + 2n(r-1)eMrcos8 l 
K. (M) + M(r-1 )K~ (M) + ... }cash(µ. 8) iµ. 1µ J 




j=l,2, ... [~ K. (M)] sinh(µ.n) aµ l\l µ=µ. J 
J 
With the asymptotic expansion (3.17) this yields 
(4.8) u ( r, 8; I I 2M) = 1 _ 2 l/3M2/3(r-l)eMrcos8 l 
nµ . I 2 
cosh(µ.8)e J 
Ai~-a.)sinh(µ.n) j=l,2,... J J 
For B > 80 > 0 this is approximated by 







This series is convergent only for e < n/2. The expansion holds for M + 00 
Of course this result is consistent with and even implied by the result of 
section 4.4. 
4.6. An asymptotic expansion for x < 0 or jyJ > 
In order to obtain an asymptotic expansion that is valid in the major 
part of the domain not covered by the expansions given in sections 4.2 to 
4.5, we use an integral representation of the solution u(r,6;£). This was 
anticipated in the equations (I .7) to (I .9). We consider the following 
integral, which satisfies the differential equation (I .4), 
(4. I O) J 
Iv(M) Kv(Mr) ive 
w(r,e;M) _ K (M) e dv. 
c v 
For the modified Besselfunctions the asymptotic expansions given in (3.12) 
and (3.13) are substituted. In these expansions we take vz = M for Iv(M) 
and K (M) and we take vz =Mr for K (Mr). This yields, withµ defined by \) v 
v = Mµ 
w(r,G;M) ~ J 
G 
M {" ;-:;--' /2 2 z · h exp[M i6µ + 2/µ 4 +I - /µ + r - µ arcsin µ + 
(µ2+r2) I /2 /2rl? 
+ µ arcsinh(.l'..)} ]dµ -
r 
20 
for M + co, 
_ I f(µ) exp(Mg(µ))dµ 
c 
This integral is approximated by means of the saddlepoint method. 
The saddlepoint is determined by 
ie - 2 arcsh(µ)+ arcsh(µ/r) O. 
With a and B defined by 
- e + B 2a 
r sin B = sin a 
the saddlepoint is found to be µ -1s1n a. The path of steepest descent 
of g(µ) at the point µ = i sin a is given by the line 
Im µ -sin a. 





g(µ) g(-isina) + !(µ+isina) 2 g"(-isina) + ... = 
2 -I -I 2cosa + rcosB + ! (µ+isina) (-2(cosa) + (rcosB) ) + .... 
V M r f(-isina) = -~~~ 2nrcosB 
J f(µ) exp(Mg(µ))dµ ~ 
c 
21 
J+oo-isina ~ f(isina) exp{M[2cosa+rcosSJ-!M(µ+isina) 2 ((rcosS)-l-2(cosa)-1))dµ= 
-w-isina 
_ / cosa ' 
- \, exp{M(2cosa-rcosS)}. V2rcosS-cosa (4.11) 
The integrand of (4.10) has its singularities at the zeros of K (M). As 
\) 
was mentioned in section 3.4 for M-+ oo, these zeros can be found at 
where -a. denotes the j-th zero of the Airyfunction. Since v = µM, the J 
singularities are situated in the µ-plane at 
for M -+ oo, 
Since the saddlepoint is situated at µ -isin a, the singularity and the 
saddlepoint are separated when sin a < 1-£ for some £ > 0. 
Hence the asymptotic expansion holds for lal < n/2 - o for some 
o > O. Since 8 +a and S-+ a for r + 1, also 
Zrc~~;~cosa exp[M(2cosa+rcosB)J+ exp[Mcos8] for r + I . 
This implies that the asymptotic expansion of w(r,n-B;M) satisfies the 
boundary conditions of the differential equation (1 .4b). Since w(r,n-8;M) 
also satisfies the differential equation (1.4a), equation (4.11) yields 
an asymptotic expansion of v(r,n-8;1/2M). Hence we obtained an expansion 
of u(r,8;1/2M) in the region la! < n/2 - o 
(4.12) U(r.8,·J/2M) / cosa , ( M( B e 2 )) ~ V exp - rcos -rcos - cosa , 2rcosB-cosa 
a and B being defined by 
(4. 13) 8 + S = 2a + TI 
r sin B= sin a. 
22 
A geometric interpretation of a and B is given in figure 4. 
(x,y) 
8 




Figure 5. The region of validity of the 
asymptotic expansion (4. 12) 
5. BOUNDARY LAYERS 
It is not our intention to give a detailed analysis of the boundary-
layer structure of the singular perturbation problem under consideration. 
The interested reader is refered to papers by LUDWIG [1969] and WAECHTER 
[1968]. In a forthcoming paper we want to obtain a numerical approximation 
to the boundary value problem (J.1)-(J.2) by some discretization method 
and for that purpose we need information for the location of an appropriate 
non-uniform net. 
From the analysis given in section 4 it follows that a boundary-layer 
2 2 
appears for x < O, x + y 1 and a free boundary-layer appears for 
x > 0, y = ± I. From the analysis of the last section the structure of 
these layers is easily determined. 
23 
In the papers mentioned above a more detailed analysis is given for 
the regions of the birth of the boundary-layers i.e. the neighbourhoods of 
(0,1) and (0,-1). 
5.1. The boundary-layer for x < 0, x 2 + y 2 + J 
The exponent of the exponential factor of the asymptotic expansion 
(4. 12) reads 
(5. I) 
-M(-2coso:+rcosS-rcos8). 
Hence, an impression of the structure of the boundary-layer 1s given by 
the equation (cf.fig.4) 
(rcosS-coso:) + (-coso:-rcos8) = d or 
(5.2) 
Since s - x =cos 2o: /cx-s) 2 + (y-n) 2 , it follows that the thickness of 
2 2 the boundary-layer in the neighborhood of x + y = I, x < s 0 < 0, is 
given by 
(5.3) cos 0: d cosa. l+cos2a 
5.2. The boundary-layer for x > 0, y + 1 
d d I 
= 2cosa ~ 2 lcos61 
The structure of this boundary-layer 1s also determined from (5.2) 
I z' lx-s I 11 + (tan 2a) = d + (x-EJ 
x > 0 a > rr/4 x - ~ > 0 (x-EJ 
(5.4) Y - n (x-S) tan (2a) d tan (a) 
-dcos2a 
I +cos 2a 
d 2 
= 2< 1-tan o:) 
i + 2d(x-t;) 2 (y-n) . 
24 
Thus, for this boundary-layer (a-n/2+~-0 n~t) the structure is given by 
(5. 5) 2 2dx - (y-1) 
(Notice the resemblance between the equations (2.4) and (5.4)). 
5.3. The boundary-layer for x > 0, y t 1 
The structure of this boundary-layer is calculated from the exponential 
factor in the asymptotic expansion (4.6) 
(5. 6) r cose - ~2 - 11 + 8 - 1 + arccos(~) = -d. 
This also yields 
(5. 7) 2 2dx Rj (1-y) 
when x > El > O, 0 < 1 - y << 1. 
5.4. The behavior in the boundary-layer x > ~ 1 > O, y ~ 1 
In chapter 4 we found that 
lim u(x,y; E) ={ O 
E+O I 
for X > E J > 0 
for + E2 < y 
for 0 ~ y < I - E2 
for some Ez > O. No description was given of the behavior in the boundary-
layer region. 
Using a standard argument, we assume that, for x > El > O, y Rj 1, 
2 2 2 2 the values of a u/ay are much larger than the values of a u/ax • Hence, 
the equation (I.I) is approximated by 
The solution of this differential equation which matches 
1 im u ( x , y ; E) 
c-1-0 
in both regions y > I and y < is given by 
u (x, y; ) 
(5. 8) 
! + 1-y erf(--) 
2/XS 




Figure 6. The boundary layer behavior of u(x,y;E). Lines with constant exponential factor d 




6. NCMERICAL RESULTS 
In section 2 we mentioned that the evaluation of the expression (1.12) 
failed for small£, particularly in the neighborhood of the point (1,0). 
With the help of the asymptotic expansions given in the foregoing sections, 
it is now possible to evaluate the function u(x,y;£), for small values of 
l, in a larger domain. Theoretically we have to our disposal asymptotic 
. f 0 h l 'd 2 2 I . . f expressions or £ ~ , t at are va i on x + y ~ with exception o two 
small regions with diameter 0(c 113) at (0,1) and 0,-1), i.e. the regions 
of the birth of the boundary-layer. However, due to cancellation of digits, 
also the asymptotic expressions are not suitable for numerical evaluation 
everywhere in the domain where they have been shown to converge. 
By a number of computational results, we will compare the numerical 
properties of the four different expressions for u(x,y;c) already obtained. 
We denote the numerical values of u(x,y;c) obtained by evaluation of 
expression (1.12) by ul(x,y;c), the values obtained by evaluations of ex-
pression (4.5) by u2(x,y;c) and the values obtained by (4. 12) by u3(x,y;£), 
In uddition, expression (5.9) is used for the following approximation of 
the behavior in the boundary-layer 
y-1 
u4(x,y;c) = u2(x,l;c) erfc(2lxc). 
Table 3. 
x 
y _,,. 0 ll -1.00 
+?.no +1.34504" -7 +J.b35?? 11 
+l.90 +2.04560 11 -7 +?. {4"116" 
+1.80 +3.0H651 11 -7 +4,o?4?n" 
+ 1. 7 0 +4,nlbl6 11 -7 +7,17LJ7<;11 
+l,60 +6,81625 11 -7 +l ,30901" 
+l.50 +l.00135" -h +?.20?11" 
•l.40 +l.44ti91" -l'> +'.1.10372" 
+l.30 +2.0l'>Hl3" -o •i<.c?~2n" 
+l.20 +2.'~075H" -6 + 1. 04404" 
+1.10 +4.01961" -h +I. 14hQ7" 
+l.00 +5.45457 11 -6 +?.9111 7" 
+0.90 +7.?"169 11 -h +J..82042" 
+0.80 +9.4?n71" -h +7.40'->00" 
+0.70 +l.1957b 11 -1'.l +1.277n9" 
+0,60 +l.47709" -5 +2.11?}4711 
+O.'iO +1.77336 11 -1'.l +Cl.1{1UA3" 
+0.40 +2.0n54? 11 -C, +4 0 SS408 11 
+0.30 +2.3?984 11 -5 +;<-,JOSR!" 
+0.20 +2.541&7 11 -s +f'.09312" 
•0.10 +2,n7940" -s +9,474F,l 11 
• o. no +2.7?708 11 -1'.l +1.ooono" 
ul (x,y;i::); E = 0.1; . -9 relative error < 4.5·10 
For E > 0.05 the analytic expression (1.12) delivers sufficiently 
accurate numerical results. 
+o.oo +1.00 •2.00 +3.00 +4,00 
-4 +l.?9065" -2 •7.48931" -2 +l.4?18311 -1 +l.90612 11 -1 •2.?4830 11 -1 
-4 +2.09002" -? +l.041St'> 11 -1 +lo fRA37" -1 +?,27247" -1 •2.59711" -1 
-4 +3.Y,LJ51" -2 +l.4253"i" -1 +2.217lfl" -1 +2,67919 11 -1 +?.97376 11 -1 
-4 +5.40236 11 -? +l.91593" -1 +2 t 7 079fHI -1 +3.12311'1 11 -1 +3,37527 11 -1 
-3 •8.Alll53 11 -? +2,5247'i" -1 +3 .2Si<.87 11 -1 +3.60035 11 -1 +3.7976{'. 11 -1 
-3 +l.15737 11 -1 •3,25506 11 -1 +3.85<;81 11 -1 +4.10368 11 -1 •4.23612 11 -1 
-3 +2.Jl73J" -1 •4.09731'" -1 +4.49259 11 -l +4 ,6t>53i<." -1 +4.1'18496 11 -1 
-3 +3025232 11 -1 +5 0 025nR" -1 +5.l•H36 11 -1 +'5.1562?" -1 +5.13796" •l 
-;;> +4.89217 11 -1 +5.991'141 11 -1 +5.81364" -1 +<;.68621\" -1 +"i.58850 11 -1 
-2 +7.14577" -1 +6.95155 11 -1 +6.45Cl91 11 -1 +6.20532" -1 +6.02983 11 -1 
-2 +1.00000 11 +O +7 0 R2747 11 -1 +7.07134" -1 +f..70353 11 -1 +6.45529 11 -1 
-2 +B.S66Jl" -1 +7.61169 11 -1 +7.17190 11 -1 +6.85851" -1 
-2 +9.138611 11 -1 +R.12871" -I +7.60272" -1 •7.23367" -1 
-1 •9.533Rn 11 -1 +8.5<;<;05" -1 +7.98984 11 -1 +7 0 57558 11 -1 
-1 +9.77660 11 -1 +8.90835 11 -1 +B.328RO" -1 +7.87978 11 -1 
-1 +9 0 906AQ 11 -l +9. l 906S" -1 +R .61671'' -l +8.14260" -1 
-1 •9.96703" -1 +9.40720 11 -1 +R.85215 11 -1 +R.36113
11 
-1 
-1 +9.9904'i" -l +9,Sn'i02" -1 +9,03463" -1 +8,53315
11 -1 
-1 +9.99790" -1 +9.67136 11 -1 +9.16441 11 -1 +R,65706" -1 
-l +9.99972 11 -l +9.73?40 11 -1 +9.24197 11 -1 +8,73181 11 -1 
+O +l,00000 11 +O +9,75227 11 -1 +9,i!.6777 11 -1 +8,75679" -1 
+s.oo 
+2.49908 11 -1 
+2.8?740 11 -1 
•3.171)86" -1 
+J.54174" -1 
+3.'~21 73" -1 
+4,31197" -1 
+4.70Rl2" -1 




+6.60628 11 -1 
+6.93451 11 -1 
+7.23476 11 -1 
+7.50310" -1 
+7.73606 11 -1 
+7.93067 11 -1 
+8.08453 11 -1 
+8.19577" -1 















































Table 4. u2(x,y;s); E = 0.}. 
The asymptotic expansion (4.5) converges also for some y > I. 
x 
y -?.00 -1.00 •o.oo +l.oo •?.00 •3.oo +4.00 
•2.00 +l.0000011 +O +9.9998711 -1 •7.9c;s2111 -1 •7.10273 11 -1 +l.7907811 •l +1.9616111 -1 +2.2433011 •l 
•l.90 +l.00000 11 +O +q 0 999A4 11 -1 +J.98086" -1 +6.<;8417 11 -1 +2,21076 11 -1 •2.31336" -1 •2.59109 11 -1 
•l.80 +1.00000 11 +O •9.99969" -1 +3.89101" -1 +3.08235" -1 •2060152 11 -1 •2070544" -1 •2.96611" -1 
•1.70 +1.0000011 +O +9.99972" -1 +J.35 97 11 -1 +J.83326 11 -1 +300143611 -1 •3.13738" •l •3.36589 11 -1 
+l.60 +1.0000011 +0 +9.99974 11 -1 +3.41652 11 -1 •4.3242211 -1 +304775711 -1 +3.6154311 -1 •3.7867011 -1 
•l.50 •l.00000 11 +O •9.99976 11 -1 +5, 11168 11 -1 +4.71041 11 -1 •4o00034 11 -1 •4.1139311 -1 •4.22378 11 -1 
+l,40 +1,00000 11 +O +9,99978 11 -1 •6.56485" -1 •5.12083" -1 +4o6A'i74" -1 +4,6290911 -1 •4.67155 11 -1 
+I.JO +1.00000 11 •0 •9.99980 11 -1 +7.72550 11 -1 •5.63670 11 -1 •5.33221 11 -1 +S.15375 11 ·l +5,12397 11 -1 
•l.20 +1.0000011 +O •9.9998811 -1 •8.5893211 -1 +7.31951 11 -1 +5.9<;<;46 11 •l +5,67878 11 -1 +5.5739511 -1 
•l.10 +1.00000 11 +O +9.99993 11 -1 +9.18676 11 -1 +8,48574 11 -1 •6.55794 11 -1 •6.19420" -1 •6.0148611 -1 
+1.00 +1.00000 11 +O +9.99996 11 -1 +9.56868 11 -1 •9.19416 11 •l +7013146 11 -1 +6.69004 11 -1 +6.44005 11 -1 
+0.90 +1.0000011 +O +9.99998 11 -1 +9.5957R 11 •l +7.6633811 -1 +7.15844 11 -1 +6.A4321 11 •l 
+o.ao +l,00000 11 +O +9.99999 11 -1 •9.8085611 .. 1 •8.14131 11 -1 +7.58917 11 -1 •7.21846 11 -1 
•0.70 +1.00000 11 +O •1.00000 11 +O •9.91412" -1 +8055611" -1 •7.97621 11 •l •7.56059 11 -1 
•0.60 •l.00000 11 +O +1.0000011 +O +9.96330" -1 +8.91514 11 -1 •8.31531" -1 •7.86510" •l 
+O. c:;o +1.0000011 +O •1.00000 11 +O •9.9849311 -1 +9.19923" -1 •8.6036211 -1 +B.12830 11 -1 
•0.40 •1.00000 11 +O •1.00000 11 +O +9,99398 11 ·1 +9.41339 11 -1 +8 08395611 •l •8.34720" -1 
•0.30 •1.00000 11 •o •1.00000 11 •o •9.99761 11 -1 +9o56Al7" -1 •9.02260 11 -1 •8 05195611 -1 
+0.20 •1.00000 11 +O •1.00000 11 +O •9.9990211 -1 +9.67215 11 -1 •9.1528611 -1 •8.64374 11 ·1 
+0.10 +1.00000 11 +O +1.0000011 +O •9.99954 11 -1 +9073181" -1 +9.23076" •l •8 0 71866 11 •l 
+o.oo +1.00000 11 •0 •1.00000 11 •O +9.99967" •l +907512311 -1 •9.2566711 -1 +8 0 74370 11 •l 
no convergence convergence 
+c;.oo 
•2.48922 11 •l 
•2.81693" -1 
•3016475" •l 
•3.53001 11 •1 
•3.90940 11 -1 
•4.29910 11 -1 
•4.69477 11 -1 
•5.09171 11 -1 
•5.48495 11 -1 
•5.8694211 -1 
•6.24001" -1 
+6.59178 11 -1 
+6.92002 11 -1 
•7.2203311 -1 
•7.48878 11 •l 
+7.72186 11 -1 
•7.91662" -1 
•8 007061 11 •l 
•8.18195 11 •l 
•8.24928" •l 
•8.27182 11 -1 
•6.00 
+2.67R26tt •l 
+2.98602 11 -1 
+J.30871 11 -1 
•3.64392 11 •l 
+3.98882 11 -1 
•4.34021 11 -1 
•4.69454 11 -1 
+5,04803 11 -1 
+S.3966811 -1 
•5.73643 11 -1 
+6.06316 11 -1 
+6.3728711 -1 
+6.66165 11 -1 
•6092585 11 -1 
•7016210 11 -1 
+7.36737" •l 
•7.53903 11 -1 
+7.t.7487 11 -1 
•7.77316" -1 
+7.83264" -1 




-? • 0 (J -1 • llO 
•2.00 •3.77101J 11 -l4 +4 .9flAAH" -A 
+l.90 +fl.SA036 11 -l4 +] .37?Qlll -7 
•l.RO •1.9?146 11 -13 +:::!, I77n4 11 -7 
•1.70 +4.?.2733"-13 +}.U3Af.l 11 _,, 
+ 1eI'>0 +9.11908 11 -13 +?.1:1~216 11 -6 
+l.SO +1.9?4Sb 11 -l? •7.1:119?8 11 -n 
+l.40 +3.96412 11 -lZ •?.138<;9" -s 
+l.30 •7.94749 11 -12 •"".82946 11 -s 
+l.20 +l.54fi33 11-ll +l."il'\148 11 -4 
+l.10 +2.91056 11 -ll +4.26161 11 -4 
+l.00 +5o2Rl51"-ll +J.13739" -3 
+0.90 +9.20584 11 -11 +?.~940fl" -3 
+0.80 +1 • .:;1547 11 -10 + 7. ·126 7 0 11 -3 
+0,70 +?044115 11 -10 +I.':t37A2" -? 
•0.60 +3 0 6R49"i 11 -l0 +4.llf'>/'14 11 -?. 
+O. '50 +5.2f.l45 11 -10 + 1 • U'i 74111 -1 
+0.40 +7.08067 11 -10 +?.20804 11 -1 
•0.30 +8.95285"-10 +4.l?lA6" -1 
+0.20 • l. OF-07011 .Q +t-.b'if.f,f,11 -1 
+0.10 +l.1753611 -Y +CJ.01343 11 -l 
+o.oo +l.cJo42•• -9 + 1.ooonri 11 +O 
-4 
ul(x,y;£); £ = 0.05; relative error< JO . 
The analytic expression (J.12) becomes soon worse for ~ o.os. 
+o.oo + l. Oil +?.00 •3.00 +4,00 •5.00 
+3.00726 11 .. 4 +l.06204 11 -2 +4.01?75 11 -? +7.41173" -2 +l.0475Rt1 -1 +l.30864 11 -1 
+7.6344911 -4 •l.99373" -2 +6.17009" -2 +l.02439" -1 •l.3603711 -1 +l.63217 11 -1 
+l.Clt604 11 -3 •3.6159? 11 -2 +9.2005911 -2 +1.36262 11 -1 •l.73386 11 -1 •2.00497 11 -1 
+4.74104 11 -3 +6.3112'5 11 -2 +le32A94" -1 •l.82195 11 •l +2.1691? 11 -1 +2.42612 11 -1 
+l.JS250 11 -2 +l,0556A 11 -1 +l.8<;753 11 -1 •2.34387 11 -1 +2.66400 11 -1 +2.89242 11 -1 
+2.73902" -~ •l.6848?" -1 +2.St064" -1 +;:>.94397 11 -1 •3.21270 11 -1 •3.39833 11 -1 
+6.32131" -2 +2.5S41A" -1 +3o2A001 11 -1 •1.61117 11 -1 •3.B0573 11 -1 +3.93604 11 -1 
+l.40300" -1 +3.6629q 11 -1 +4 .1420511 -1 +4.3279"" -1 +4.43031" -1 •4.49579" -1 
+2.9<;154" -1 +4.9~30A 11 -1 +S.O<;A62" •l +s.0714fi" -1 •5.07113 11 -1 +5.06633 11 -1 
+<;.75294 11 -1 +6.304lf. 11 -1 +5.91'1150 11 -1 +<;.81569" -1 •5. 11137 11 -1 +5.63557 11 -1 
+1.00000 11 +O +7.55886 11 -1 •6.8<;985 11 -1 +6.53417 11 -1 •6.33411" -1 •6.19127 11 -1 
+A 0 575lfi 11 -1 +7,64A8l 11 -1 +7.202A4 11 -1 +6.92353 11 -1 +6.72172" -1 
+9.280'>2 11 -1 +8.31689 11 •l +7,80253 11 ~1 +7.46610 11 -1 •7.21646 11 -1 
+9,69231" -1 +Ae84Qfl4 11 •l +A,320'iA 11 •l +7,95140 11 -1 +7.66652" -l 
+9 0 A90A5 11 -1 •9.2<;031 11 -1 +A.7513? 11 -1 •8.37240 11 -1 +8.06491'1 -1 
+9.96853 11 -1 +9o5'.\"'17A" -1 +9.09553 11 -1 +8.72553 11 -1 +B.40660 11 -1 
+9.9927911 -l +9.7??8411 -1 +9.35882 11 -1 +9.01006 11 -1 .. 8.6AA22 11 -1 
+9.99875 11 -l +9.84131 11 -1 +9.54979 11 -1 +9.2273511 -1 •B.90801 11 -1 
•9.99982 11 -1 +9.91027 11 -1 +9.67773 11 -1 +9.37981'1 -1 •9.06505 11 -1 
•l.00000 11 +O +9.94527 11 -1 +9.75079 11 -1 +9.46998 11 -1 +9,15929" -1 





•l.85450 11 -1 
•2.22014 11 -1 
•2.62464 11 -1 
+3.06462 11 -l 
+3.s3c;o111 .. 1 
•4.02945 11 -1. 
+lte5399S 11 -l 
+5.05774 11 -1 



































Table 6. u3(x,y;s) or u2(x,y;s); E = 0.05. 
.. 2.00 .. 1. 00 
+3 0 0278'1 •,.t IJ +a,b9S02" .. a 
+8,26303 11 •1/J •!,29550" .. 1 
·l-!,852B"•D •3,5&411" .. 1 
+41,0795b 11 •13 +9,6!172" .. 1 
+8,80981" .. 13 +2,&9954" •b 
+1,8&131"•12 +7,t11SQ8" .. 11 
+l,Sl80b"•12 +2,032Ll7" .. s 
•7, 70122"•12 +5,'55U0il" eS 
+1.500411"•11 +1,51110" •I.I 
+2,82721"•"11 •1.1,0851.15" 
'"" +5,135&1"•11 +1,09i1'5il" •3 
+8,96053"•11 +2,8'1387 11 ,.3 
+1 1 119597" .. lO +7,SOll88" .. 3 
+2,3804b 11 .. 10 +1,89C?15" •2 
+3. 5%23""10 +Ll,57835" •2 
+5 8 D8111"a10 +1.0111111 u 111 
•b,91923 11 .. 10 +2,19071" •1 
+8 0 75291"•10 U.101112" •1 
t1. 037113" ,.q +0,011527" •1 
+1,1119'fb" .,q +9,0098Z 11 •1 
+1,19001 8 •9 +1,00000" +0 
u3 (x,y; E) 
Although not very accurate, the asymptotic expansions (4.5) and (4.12) 
permit numerical results. 
+I) 100 +1,00 +2.00 •3.00 +4,00 +5.00 
+2,bODP •Cl +7,'15111.1" .. 3 +2.1bLl20" •2 +8.65746 11 •l +8,6360311 -1 +8.65655" ·1 
+b,Sb3bLI" •II +1 1 35'ilb8" .,z +3,14250" •2 +8.38887" -1 •8.4332411 -1 +l.62929" -1 
+1,b350B" .. 3 +2,37027" •2 +41.380]8• "' +l,38030 11 •l +l.72986 11 -1 .. 2,000AA" -1 
•IJ,00887" •l •io3,931U6" .,z, +l.31!9~3" •l +l.81912 11 .. 1 +2.16483 11 -1 +2.42179 11 •1 
+9,&3279" .. 3 +6.18935" -2 •l.89214 11 -1 •2.34019 11 •l •2,65934" •l •2.88782 11 .. 1 
•2,25505" •2 +2.65881 11 -1 +2e54538" •1 •2.93934 11 •l •3.20762 11 -1 +3.39345 11 -1 
+5, 09tHIO" •Z +3.13366 11 -1 +3130285 11 •l +3.60577 11 .. 1 •3.80022 11 -1 •3.93088" -1 
+1,099U8" •l +4.52136 11 -1 +4115061 11 -1 •4.32173 11 -1 +4.42441 11 -1 •4.49038" .. 1 
•2.212112" .. t +5 0 69136 11 -1 +S.06425" -1 +<;,06453 11 -1 +5,06489 11 -1 +5 0 06071 11 •l 
•l.9<>175 11 •1 +6.71584 11 .. 1 +5,98311 11 •l +5.80827 11 -1 •5.70492 11 •1 +5.62982 11 •l 
•9.56970 11 -1 •7.7152911 -1 +6,85606" -1 +6,52654 11 -1 •6.32758 11 ·l +6.18547 11 -1 
+9,078lt'i 11 -1 +7e64194 11 -1 +7.19529 11 -1 •6.91708 11 •l +6.71598" •l 
+9.70579ll -1 +8.30964" -1 •7.79534 11 -1 •7.45988 11 -1 •7.21083 11 -1 
•9.91641 11 -1 +8,84385 11 -1 •8.31400 11 •l •7.94552 11 -1 +7.66111" -1 
+9 0 9785A 11 -1 +9.24515 11 -1 +Ao74554tt •l •8,36699 11 -1 +8,05979 11 -1 
+9.99497 11 -1 +9,5296711 •l +9.09060" -1 +8.72064 11 -1 •8.40177" -1 
+9.99889 11 -1 +9.7198011 -1 •9.35475" -1 •9.0056911 -1 +8.68372 11 -1 
•9.99976 11 -1 +9.83924" •l +9.54645 11 -l +9.22343 11 -1 +8.90376 11 -1 
•9.99995 11 -1 +9,90885" -1 •9.67497 11 -1 +9.37624 11 -1 +9.06106 11 -1 
+9.99999 11 -1 •9,94430 11 -1 +9,74841 11 -1 +9.46666 11 -1 +9.15541" -1 




+l.85066 11 -1 
+2.21613" -1 
+2.62044 11 -1 
+3.06022 11 -1 
•3e53045" -1 
+4.02463 11 -1 
+4.5349511 -1 
+5.05?61 11 -1 
+5o56A21" -1 
+6.07?20 11 -1 
•6055526 11 -1 
+7.0086911 •l 
•7.42471" -1 
•7.79665 11 -1 
•8011908 11 -1 
+8.3877311 -1 
+8.59946 11 -1 
•8.75208" -l 
+8084416 11 -1 
+8.87493 11 -1 
w 




+ l. 70 
+1.60 
















Table 7. u2(x,y;E); € = 0.01. 
-?.OO -1.00 
+l.00000" +O +1.00000" 
+1.00000 11 +O •1.00000 11 
+1.00000 11 +O +1.00000 11 
+1.00000 11 +O •1.0000011 
+1.00000 11 +O +1.00000 11 
+1.0000011 +O •1.00000" 
+1.00000 11 +O •l .00000" 
+l.00000 11 +o +l.00000 11 
+1.00000 11 +O +1.00000 11 
+1.00000 11 +O +1.00000 11 
+1.0000011 +O + 1. 00000 11 
+1.00000 11 +O +1.0000011 
+1.00000 11 +O +1.00000 11 
+l.00000" +O •1.00000 11 
+1.01)000 11 +O +1.00000 11 
+1.00000 11 +O •l.00000" 
+1.00000 11 +O • l. 00000 11 
+1000000 11 +O • 1. 00000 11 
+1.00000 11 •0 +1.0000011 
+1,00000 11 +O •1.001100 11 
+1,0000011 +O +1.0000011 
no convergence 
The convergence region for the asymptotic expansion (4.5) decreases, 
for € ~ 0, to x > 0, !YI < I. 
•0.00 +1.00 •2.00 •3.00 
+4.00 +5.00 
+O +1.0000011 +O +1.00000 11 +O +9.9Q95211 •l +9.9950111 -1 •9.98244 11
 -1 +9.96219" -1 
+0 •1.00000 11 +O •9,99996 11 -1 +9.99723 11 -1 •9.98241" -1 •9.9
5342 11 -1 •9,91650 11 -1 
+O +l .00000 11 +O +9,99954 11 -1 •9. 91'\668 11 -1 +9.94612
11 
-1 •9.88967" -1 +9.83207 11 •l 
+O +1.0000011 •o •9.9958211 -1 •9094700" -1 +9.85715 11 -1 •9.76708
11 
·1 •9.69285 11 -1 
+O +9.99998" -1 •9.97028 11 -1 •9.8269011 ~1 •9.67369" •l •9.56266" 
-1 •9.48957 11 -l 
+O +9.9993411 -1 +9.84164 11 -1 +9.54081 11 -1 •9.36022 11 -1 +9.27092" 
-1 +9 23009" -1 
+O +9.98402 11 •l +9,38919" -1 +9.02056 11 -1 +8.92735 11 -1 +A 0 92
c72 11 -1 +l.48973 11 -1 
+O •9.73499 11 -1 +8 0 36260 11 -1 +8033660" -l +l.74102
11 
-1 •2.o89 111 - •2.3477311 -1 
+O +7.4'5789 11 -1 +l.76249 11 - •2. 76 8" - +?.99132
11 
-1 +3.24852 11 -1 •3.42735 11 •l 
+O +5.57492 11 -1 +4.14032 11 -1 +4043070 11 -1 +4.54680" -1 •4
.61255" -1 +4.65616" -1 
+O +9.57046 11 -1 +7.00292 11 -1 +6.4389011 -1 +6.18221 1
1 
-1 •6.02719 11 -1 +S.92062 11 .. 1 
+O +9.02402 11 -1 +8ell854 11 -1 +7.63240 1
1 
-1 •7.3193111 -1 +7.09641" -1 
+O +9.8177'5 11 •l +9elC1772" -1 +a.71534 1
1 
-1 •8 0 35809 11 -1 +8.08415" -1 
+O +9.98215 11 •l +9.7283911 -1 +9.39571" -1 +9.09286
11 
-1 •8.83361" -1 
+O +9,99912 11 -1 •9.9?774 11 -1 +9,7SS20 11 -1 +9.55
007 11 -1 •9,34720" -1 
+O •9.99999 11 -1 •9198497 11 -1 +9.91496
11 
-1 +9.8003611 m} +9.66508 11 -1 
•0 •l.00000 11 +O •9099756" •l +9.97474
11 .. 1 +9.92095 11 -1 •9.84282 11 w} 
+O •1.00000 11 •O +9o9996Q 11 •l +9.99359 11 -1 +9,97211
11 
·l •9.93258° -1 
+O +1,00000 11 +O •9.9999711 •l •9.99861 11 .. 1 +C).99121
11 
-1 •9,97342" -1 
+O +1,00000 11 +O +1.0000011 +O •9.99974
11 
-1 •9.9974211 -1 +9.98971 11 •l 
+O •l.00000 11 +O +1.0000011 +O +9,9999211 -1 









+9.78040 11 -1 
•9.63579 11 -1 
+9.44?92" -1 
+8.43172 11 -1 
+l.71266 11 -1 -
+2 e541Hi7 11 -1 
+3.5607C)ll -1 
•4.60777 11 -1 
+5,84157" -1 
•6.92741 11 -1 
+7.86659" -1 
+8.61310 11 -1 
+9,151'136" -1 
•9.52434 11 Ql 
+9.75005 11 -1 
•9.87784 11 -1 
+9.9438511 -1 







•1,eo +S.2155& 11 .. &~ 
+1,10 •2. 501139" .. &1 
+l,60 +1.oeq73n,.5q 
+t,5o +'1.25106 11 •58 
+ l, ll 0 +1 1 1l6Gl21""'Sb 
• l '30 +4.1111081 11 ·55 
+1,20 +1.1s1u• .. s.s 
+I, 1 o +2,55943 11 .. 52 
+ 1. 0 0 •II• 72&.sb"•Sl 
+0,90 •7,159&0 11 •50 
+0,80 +8 1 731J&9 11 •119 
+0,70 +e,112231"•48 
+0,60 +6,29897"•U7 
+0. '50 +3.5877b"•lib 
+0,40 +I• 52989" .. 1.15 
+O, 30 +4 1 B09'1l"ml.l5 
+0,20, ... 1.10081"11/JQ 
+0,10 +1 1 5\b35"ml.l4 
+o,oo +2,11.1119 11 .1.11.1 
Table 8. u3(x,y;E) or u4(x,y;s); s = 0.01. 
The region where the asymptotic expansion (4.12) can be used, 
increases for s ~ 0 to the complement of x > 0, IY\ ~ 1. 
• 1. 0 0 +o,oo +1, 00 +z.oo +3,00 +11 8 00 
+4,81218"•lb +3,'1312t" .. 17 +Z,99105" .,q +2,oH07" .. 111 +5,119877" .. s +2 1Jtltlq" 
"'" +o,eos1s• .. :H1 •3,bll00l"•l5 Hi, 12103" .,8 •1.91!1!51" .. s +2.21Hb" 111! +B,13!607" ,.4 
+9,51.1421" .. 32 +3,1l.l&Ob"•l3 +1 ,OH65" 1110 +1 1 181U9" •4 +G 3&H" .,1.1 +2.111'136" •d 
+! .12s11 11 .. zq •2,IJ97110~ .. 11 +1.110650" .. s +S 1 9!t!HIO" •I.I +2,o3778" .. 3 +B,0332/J" ,.3 
+1,817'52"w27 •1,18153" .,q + ! 1'50Ho" •IJ +2,451'58" •3 +8,84420 11 R:s +2,042q1" .. 2 
+2,45421" .. 25 •1.107qqn .,7 +l,i:!lb!Jij" •l +8 287/IM mJ +2, ';IHH3 11 .. 2 +4,6!169b" .. 2 
+3,2'i112""'2l +5,751&1" •b +7a1&4b5" •'.\ +2,9nt2ii ·2 +b.33494" .. 2 +9,48072" .. 2 
+4,20218" .. 21 +2,53292" •4 +2 925711" e2 +8,eO.BO" .. 2 +1,3642!1" .. 1 t 1. 71.1092" .. 1 
+S,2b18'i' 11 •1'l +(, 1 b39S'l" .. l tl.10155" .. 1 t2,043\3 11 • 1 +2,5b077" •t t2,89001.1" .. 1 
•&.52053"•17 •1.08'512" "1 +3,3'>790 11 .. 1 +3.q73?.8 11 • l +!1 1 22302" '"1 +u,3o172" •1 
+7.18321" .. 15 •0.00000• +O +7,002Q2 11 .. 1 +b,IB!'\90 11 .. 1 +6,111221" .. 1 •b. 0?.719q .. 1 
+7,571151"•13 +l,06t.17'l 11 +O +8,Q045l" Ml +8,ltl!!ll" .. 1 +7.692&o• .. 1 
+7,20558• .. 11 +\,?.9043 11 +0 +1,08Stl7 11 +a +9,80365 11 •t +9, 16ll3LI" •1 
+5 0 93895" .,q t 1, 37bll5 11 + () +1.20175 11 +0 +1, 10002 11 +0 +1,03135" +O 
+Ll,00199 11 .. 7 +t,39731 11 +O +I, 2S8ll8 11 +0 tl.\7309 11 +O +!,11063" +O 
+2.0:H 76" .. s +1,41\0~0 11 +o +1.27978 11 +O +1,2109&'1 +o •1,15897" +O 
+&,9577'1" 
"'" 
+1,!11)()57" +o +L,280041" +o t1 .227b0 11 +O +1 0 16501" +O 
+t,39752" .. 2 +1,£l0058" +0 + 1. 21\ 7 £113" +o +t,23360" +-0 +1.1'1740" +O 
•1.1401.1&2 11 • 1 tl,40058 11 +O + l ,2677/J 11 +O +1,2,577 11 +0 +1,20262" +O 
+6,05740" •1 +1,ll0058" +o +1,21'>778 11 +0 +! ,23b30 11 +0 + 1,2011'56" +O 
•1.00000 11 +O +I, :10058" +0 +\,28778" +o +!,23b!l2 11 +O +1 0 2051qn +0 
u3(x,y;s) u4(x,y;s) 
+s,oo 
+9,26814 11 •LI 
+2,62078 11 .. ; 
+b.75bb3" .. 3 
tt,5'1008" .. 2 
·H 0 1!20'H" .. 2 
+b.71!040" .. 2 
+l,21907" .. l 
+2,0?'14!1" .. 1 
+3 1 120bqn .. 1 
t41'15!29" .. 1 
+5,9?062 11 .. 1 
+7.3fl994" .. 1 
+8.72054 11 .. 1 
+9,81175 11 •1 
+1.06222" +o 
+!.111>72" +O 
+1e1'1fj'il1" + 0 





+2.27376" .. 3 
+'5,47&H" u3 
t1,2221:5" .. 2 
t2,52987" .. 2 
+4,8&395 6 ... 2 
+8,b9ll95" .. 2 
·t10411995" •1 
+2,2'5703" •1 
+3,2<n9t" .. 1 
+4,'514Sll" • 1 
+5,811157" •1 
+7,1&8bO" .. 1 
+B, 39023" •>1 
+9,112551" .. 1 
+l,02332" +0 
+1,011132" 

















+I , '10 
+I, 8 O 
+I, 7 o 
+I, 60 
+1,50 
t l , /J 0 
+I. JO 
+!,20 
+ 1 , I 0 









tO 1 I 0 
+ 0. 0 o) 
Table 9. u2(x,y;E:); E: = 0.001. 
·2. () ,, ~ l. 0 0 
tl,O'lOO~'" +O +1,0'1000" 
tl,O.JO:)J" + () +1,·)ll000" 
+l,0;!»)00" +O +!,)0000" 
+1,01):)~/)" +o +1,00J00 11 
•1,00')00" t 0 +\,()00~0" 
t1,0'1GOC" tO + 1 , n t1 on o" 
tl,O'lOOO'' + 0 +1.ooono" 
+1,0tHlOO" +O +),(J0\)0!l 11 
+1,0'lO'lfl" .. ~ +\,OIJOOO" 
+1,0~0JO'' +O +1,00000 11 
+ 1 • 0 .) 0 ') Cl ,, + () +1.11'1J00" 
+1,0)00C"' +J +l,1)0000 11 
+1,000Ju" t :) +1,.)0000" 
+1,(l.JOOI)" + (1 +1, 1)0()00'1 
+l,O'lvOO" +D + 1 e (I 0 0 I) 0 '1 
+1,Qt)(J8(\'I + t) +1.•)0000" 
+l.00000" t 11 + 1 , 0 0 D 0 Q '' 
+l,11-1000 11 +;) +1,00000 11 
+1,0J00')" +O tl • 0 0 <) 0 0 ,, 
+l,011lJO" +O +1,ooono•1 
+ 1 , 0) I) 10 11 +0 +1,ooon,l" 
no convergence 
accuracy: u2(6,l.1,0.001) ea. 210-3, 
u2(6,1.0,0.001) ea. 7.510-S, 
u2(6,0 ,0.001) ea. io-14. 
+ 0. 0 0 + I , 0 a +?,00 
+0 tl,0000() 11 +O +1.00()00" tO +1,00000" +o 
• 0 +1,01)000" +o +1,00000 11 tO +1,00000 11 +0 
+o +1,00000 11 +O +1.00000 11 +o +1,00000 11 +o 
+0 +1,00000·1 +O +1,00000• +0 +1,00000" +O 
+O +1,00000" .. 0 +1,00000 1' •0 +1,00000 11 +O 
+O +1.ooono• +O +1,00000 11 •O +1,00000 11 +o 
+n +1,ooono 11 +0 +1,00000 11 +o +l,00000 11 +0 
+O +l,000~0" +0 +l,00000" +o +<l,99979'' •1 
+O +t,OO()'>O" +O +9,99177" •l +9,95')'ilb 11 •I 
+ 0 +9 99922" 
-1 +9,3!.lb?l" -1 +9.I,679 11 • l 
+O +9,570!>2" 
• 1 t6.3A998" -1 +<;.9q135" .. 1 
+O +9,91-1371" -1 +9,b625b 11 -1 
+O +J,00000 11 +O +'1,997110 11 .. 1 
+O +t,00000" +o +1,00000 11 +o 
t 0 +1,01)000" +0 +1,00000 11 +() 
+O +1,00000 11 +0 +1,0000011 +0 
+ 0 +1.00000 11 +o +1,00000 11 +0 
+O +1,0•)000" +0 +1,00000 11 +o 
+O +1,CIOOOO" +0 +1.000110 11 +0 
+o +1,00000" +O +1,00000 11 +O 
+O +\,1)0000'' +O +1,00000" +O 
+3,00 +4,00 +5,00 
+1,00000 11 +0 + ! '00000 11 +0 +1.00000" 
+1.00000" +0 +1.00000 11 +O +1,00000" 
+I, 0!\000" +0 +t,00000" tO +1,00000" 
+1,00000 11 +O +1 1 00000" +O +1.00000" 
+1,00000 11 +O +1,00000 11 +O +1,00000• 
+1,00000 11 +o +1,00000 11 +0 +9,99998" 
+9,99998 11 .. I +9,99977" • 1 +9,99690" 
+9,99687 11 .. 1 +9,98798• • 1 +9,97ltJ8" 
+9,88250" -1 +9 81452" • 1 +9 76172" 
+ 1 • 182" • l +1, 409" "1 t 1 • 8- ff 
+'),81190 11 • 1 +5,70424" • 1 +5,bl063" 
+9,3412'1" .. I +9,0Jb09" .. t +8, 77b7P 
+9,975£1')" .. 1 +9,92427" .. 1 +9,849&2~ 
+9,99981" •1 +9,99812 11 .. 1 +9,992!>2ft 
+1,0001)0 11 +0 +9,99999" .. 1 +9,99981>" 
+1,00000 11 +0 +1,00000 11 +0 +!,00000" 
+1,00000• +o +1,00000" +O •t,00000" 
+1,00000• +O +l,00000" +O +1,00000" 
+1.00000• +O +1,00000• +0 +1,oooooa 
+1,00000 11 tO +1,00000• +O +1,00000• 
































+9 0 99089" 
+9,<15500" 
,..9, 722 1P>" 
+.:!,2?347" 
+5 1 S7cb2" 
+8,55714 11 
t9,7bOtJ7" 





























Table 10. u3(x,y;E) or u4(x,y;E), E 0.001 . 
x 
y "-.I •2,00 • 1'00 •0' 0 0 + 1, 0 0 .-2,00 o,oo +I.!' 00 




+4 8 1ll.ll)9:S""'Z:S 
+II 1 bU45 11 •19 
+t,72206" .. 15 
+2 9 1.11H129" .. 12 
•1 H056ff ,.q 
+.5.22606" .,7 
+3 0 56658R ,.5 
+1.52015" .. 3 
+2,5bi95" .. 2 
+1.78666" .. 1 
+5 1 b30o3n .. 1 
+9,471.ioO" .. 1 
•t.10051" •0 
+1 9 121Jble +0 
+1.12b09fi +o 







•1.Al.!212" .. 19 
+2,51300~ .. ib 
•2.1.18873""13 
+1 09965" .. 10 
<t2,4093o" ... a 
+2,7q407• .. b 
•1,453119" ,.4 
+3Ql.llJ012" .,3 
+3,78'592" .. 2 
+2,01'189ff ... 1 
+S,57bo2" .. 1 
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